
 
 

Corrected Letter 

Environment and Sustainability Committee 

Cardiff Bay 
CF99 1NA 

E&S.comm@wales.gov.uk 

&   
Write to our freepost address at:  

FREEPOST NATIONAL GRID 
MID W CONNECTION 

nationalgrid@midwalesconnection.com 

23 September 2011 
Dear Sir/Madam 

I am responding to keep up the pressure for NO WIND FARMS = NO HUB AND PYLONS. You really 
must consider the future of Wales & its landscape for the future for our younger generation.  The force 
of destruction, visual & health,  that you are offering will see mass exodus of human life and wild life.  
Your energy policy show no feeling towards these issues just how much financial gains that others will 
make. 

When assembly ministers cannot face the people of Wales that travel just to be heard, one week after 
they were elected, is a disgrace. The First Minister Carwyn Jones visit to Powys Castle appeared 
unable to acknowledge the local voters. Somebody up there needs to come on board now and not 
wait for another election to stand on every corner.  

What about our children? It is a known fact that no one owns this land – we are just guardians for the 
next generation. Who is telling them what your proposals are?  

The impact on local communities and infrastructure:  

TAN 8 /Pylons/Turbines– will seriously affect all communities within Montgomery forever!! 

1. Human life, especially our children 

2. The largest Hub station – by a village and school 

3. 160/180ft pylons – largest in UK 

4. 606ft Wind turbines - turned off when wind too strong – white ghosts that murmur  

5. Waste of land that will never be usable again 

6. Wild life devastation- flight paths 

7. Air Ambulances get to victims where cars cannot get 

8. Tourism- recognised sustainable economy 
- 6500 employees- where will they work   
- disruption for medics/drivers/caravans 

9. Transportation – this sounds horrific and will be seen as horrific due to our natural 
rural terrain. Bridges and lanes cut into the countryside that people have nurtured for 
years. 5 years to destroy it. 

I have to stop now as writing down what you want to do to God’s land is making me feel sick. 

A land lover 

Mrs LE Boots - Llanfair Caereinion  

Mrs L E Boots
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